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LOCATION & SCENOGRAPHY
A TOOLBOX FOR BETTER LARPS



It revolves on this

We will explain the underlying logics of spaces, 
places and human behaviour in them.

It’s up to you to fill in the details of your own projects.



Programme

Intro

Location

Setting

Gameplay

Design

Scenography

Tricks



OLIVER & MADS
AN ARCHITECT AND AN ENGINEER WHO CAN ACTUALLY WORK TOGETHER



Set your expectations



The starting point

You have three spheres to superimpose:

The phyiscal reality of the location

The fictional setting of the game

The interaction and gameplay

Which parts of each are fixed and which are 
flexible?

Find places where each overlaps or supports the 
others.



The architect 
commands: DRAW!

Make sure to visit and have plans of the location. 

Draw the game you want to happen.

And how it’s supposed to run.

Merge the three into a plan for the scenography 
you need to construct for the game.



LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION



We can’t tell you how to find the perfect location.

The world is full of interesting places and ways to 
get to use them.

Networking and personal contact is the way to go.



Location typologies

Forests

Camps

Cabins

Industrial halls

Function rooms

Schools

Classrooms

Castles & submarines

Theatres

Out on the town



How to optimize the 
location
The goal should always be that your efforts lead 
directly to better gameplay.

Have a plan from the start and follow it.

Spend your time wisely and watch out for fun, but 
time-consuming jobs.

Darlings, kill them with fire!



The basics
There are certain things to 
consider first, so you don’t 
need to sacrifice at the end:

* Fire safety
* Necessities
* Accidents and idiots



THE SETTING
THE PLACES WE’RE IMAGINING TOGETHER



We can imagine 
anything

But scenography helps

It’s about showing what world the game is set in

The goal is as few breaks from the fiction and as 
many reminders of the setting as possible



THE FLOW OF THE GAME
EXPRESSING THE DYNAMICS OF PLAY



Game dynamics

Fancy word for the game setup and what’s goint 
to happen during play.

Roles, groups, conflicts, plots, events and the 
saturday night daemon.

Draw it!

And compare it to the location you have or need.



People

A very predictable creature, when 
observed as a group.

“We shape our buildings, then they 
shape us”

We are guided by our 
surroundings, unless we have 
other imperatives.

We can use that in our larping, 
either as players and organizers.



Game design is mind control

By understanding how the players act, you’ll learn 
how to control their actions.

Players will always: 

Seek out their relations and needs. 

Avoid threats. 

Hang out where they belong.

Unless prompted to do otherwise.



Expand your body 
language

The way we occupy space is an under-utilized part 
of our body language.

Learn to use it and teach it.
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WHEN OUR DESTINIES MEET
TAKING LARP TO THE THEATRE



SPATIAL DESIGN FOR LARPING
CREATING PLACES THAT REINFORCE THE GAMEPLAY



What we mean by:
Spaces	 vs.  Places

“An empty area left 
between one-, two- or 
three-dimensional 
points or objects.”

Pretty much any area 
you can outline, by 
whatever means.

“A particular position 
or point in space.”

Somewhere distinct, 
that you can most 
likely give a name.



Points of attraction
Consider the places where the players will 
accumulate.

Think where the players move to and from.

Make a diagram!

Spread the points of interest across the entire 
space you want the game to occupy.

Place the boring bits in between two interesting 
ones.



Constructively bad 
planning
Most everyday places are designed for frictionless 
and efficient occupation.

In larps we’re looking for conflicts and meetings, 
to provide potentials for play.

Which means the goal of larp-scenography is bad 
architecture and engineering.

Uncritical simulation of real world situations can 
negatively affect the larp experience.



Placing events

Where to put the big happenings, that interest all 
the players?

Are the players able to participate or just watch 
from a distance?

Is it exclusive to one or more groups of players?

Is some effort needed in order to attend?



Borders: The art of 
limitation

Types of borders between spaces:

Physical

Practical

Symbolic

Cultural



When do you cross a 
border?
We are programmed to respect borders, as long 
as there are consequences to crossing them.

We do not like to step into the space belonging to 
others without an invitation,  unless we wish to 
start a conflict.

If the border is not visible, we will never discover 
that we cross it and thus make the ownership 
meaningless.



Spectrums of borders

INGAME OFFGAME

PRIVATE PUBLIC

SEMI-PRIVATE SEMI-PUBLIC

REPRESENTATIVE

ACCESSIBLE INACCESSIBLE

NEAR FAR



Private - public

A place you belong to provides strength and shelter.

Semi-private is where you invite others in.

Representative spaces are where you display who you are.

The semi-public space is where everyone can enter, but it 
has a clear owner.

The public space is where everyone meets on equal terms.

PRIVATE PUBLIC

SEMI-PRIVATE SEMI-PUBLIC

REPRESENTATIVE



Ownership

Providing the players with ownership over parts of 
the setting

What are the limits of the ownership of the 
physical space?

How is that visible to outsiders?

What options do the players have to personalize 
their territories?



Bottlenecks

Narrow places were a large amount of people have 
to move through during the game.

High potential for meetings and conflicts.

Who are the gatekeepers? What are the 
consequences of that power being applied?



The closed door
Private spaces are bad for the 
game. 

An efficient way to “win” the game 
is to hide in your room while 
plotting to win.

They exclude others from 
experiencing and reacting to your 
plays.

Plot- or intrigue-based games are 
often the victims of the closed 
door.

The struggle to pass the door can 
be exciting, for a short while.



Distances

Touch

Intimate

Hearing

Vision

Out of sight, out of mind

NEAR FAR



Access helps define play

None: A closed space.

One: Dead end or hideout. Low play potential.

Two: A place of transit: Medium potential.

Multiple: Intersection. High potential. 

A place of occupation or transit? 

( Often unconsciously linked to private-public. )

ACCESSIBLE INACCESSIBLE



Offgame areas

The playspace always has a limit. Use it 
constructively, the players might need to cross it.

A clearly defined offgame area provides an outlet 
for the players’ need to go offgame during play.

Which facilities are ingame and which are 
offgame?

Hybrid spaces: Blackboxes and entrances.

How is the character of the space visible?

INGAME OFFGAME



Black Box
An a hybrid room to set 
scenes outside of the main 
game continuity, on the 
players terms.



SCENOGRAPHY
THE PHYSICAL ELEMENTS OF THE SPACES AND SETTING



The physical change

How you physically arrange your location decides 
how the players act in it.

Every space shapes it’s contents.

But the relationship between spaces shapes the 
interactions.



The size of spaces
An important factor in the type of game, is the 
proportions of the gamespace:

Too large rooms lead to isolation and players 
positioning themselves as observers.

Cramped spaces create intensity and interaction, 
but might exclude some players.

Other factors can also set the mood: A long and 
narrow room, a high ceiling, the open road.



Space for action!

Design your space for the kind of game you 
expect.

Make spaces for fighting, arguing, loving, spying.

A place to fight with tactical advantages, if you 
need it. And a place to hide, if you don’t.



The big picture

A space is usually never a singular occurrence.

Look at them in the big picture.

Spaces in contexts and overlaps.

Links and limits.



Distance and connection

Straights are uninterresting, the view makes it 
possible to avoid conflicts.

Distances quickly become too much, 500m is 
easily far away. Much less indoors.

Isolated groups tend to close in on themselves.



Space as “benspænd”

Benspænd = Self-applied creative constraint.

An atypical space can impart a special angle to 
the game.

The Minilarp “Outside the party” played in a 
stairwell.

The Minilarp “Today in a year” played as a walk 
across Copenhagen.



Possiblity of interaction

PASSIVE ACTIVE INTERACTIVE

The players options to act in and with the spaces 
are an important factor in how real it feels.

The more tangible the scenography, the more the 
players can immerse into it.
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Player defined spaces

Don’t design everything just because you can!

Leave spaces undesigned for the players, but 
make damn sure they know what they can and 
can’t do.

Adding their own functions and values.



A ROOM NEEDS NO WALLS
IMMATERIAL CREATION OF SPACE



Mental spaces

The scenography is a constant reminder on the 
setting of the game.

Places and times can be narrated via changes in 
scenography.

A space is not just a physical thing.

It only makes real sense when experienced.

Using all of the senses.



Sound

Sound is a passive mood setting. It works even 
without active listening.

Defines the level of activity. We automatically 
adjust to the level of noise in a room.

Acoustics: Our amazing ears inform us of where 
we are, what size the room is and what materials 
are in it.



Light

Lights provide visual cues, colour and brightness 
are powerful tools.

Our eyes go for the brightest parts first.

Darkness and glare are effective concealments.

It creates borders and places. We position 
ourselves according to it. Ex: Shade on a warm 
day.



Time

Time is the fourth dimension of any space.

Spaces can change over time or stay the same.

Where we find ourselves is often a function of 
time.

You can control the perception of time through 
repetitions and rythms.
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Surfaces

The sense of touch.

What are the players in contact with when they 
occupy a space?

Is it cozy? Is it unsettling?

Shape the mood of a room via surfaces, textures 
and furnishings.



Signals and symbols

A clear language to define the spaces eases the 
players’ work decoding them.

Think how you communicate the space and if you 
can create symbols that support the fiction.

With theatrical scenography it is much easier to 
exaggerate the symbolic values of a space.

Think theme parties.
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Summary
You have three spheres to superimpose:

The phyiscal location

The fictional setting

The interaction and gameplay

Have a plan of how to go about designing it

Think of how the spaces are experienced

And how they are connected

Kill your darlings
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THANK YOU
FIND THE TALK & SHEETS AT:          NORPER.WORDPRESS.COM


